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ASSUMPTIONS:
Some assumptions in this model are very obvious and realistic.
The ones which are specially related in this connection are as follows.
(1) Price or rates of the items remain constant over a period of a time-cycle.
(2) Safety -plan coefficient remains constant and same for all buyers.
(3) The buyer will get the safety-plan stock at a discount rate and will make the payment only when he receives the next lot of items already ordered.
(4) As agreed upon by mutual consent, the buyer, to avoid the risk against probable shortages ,requests the vendor to manufacture and stock some percentage amount of his order size at his end. This is an unconditional request and if agreed upon abides the buyer to pay for the holding cost till the time he places the next order. This is the conditional stock at vendor's end and is referred as ' Emergency Stock'. (5) Lead-time for vendor for raw material procurement is zero. (6)Material when exposed need to be used for production purpose. (No storage is technically allowed.) (7) Production run is taken to meet with accumulated demands of all the buyers.
I. Introduction:
In this paper our basic interest is focused on determining the emergency stock at vendor's end and buyer's end. In the case of life-saving drugs, each production run is very costly and involves many time consuming procedural routines. Quality control department, right from purchase of raw material to packing of tablets in strips has an important role to achieve total perfection. It may not be all time possible to take production runs as and when planned and decided. It requires technical planning. In some cases, weather condition play important role in production process. Purchase of raw material from the competitive market and from reliable source are also important factors restricting frequent runs. Contrary to these factors mentioned above, brand name, long-established reliability, and wide acceptability demand of such medicines either increases or remains steady with many upheavals, not precisely predicted, from time to time.
As a result demand, in this case, and as in its basic nature is a stochastic variable. This very fact making the problem more critical forces us to take decisions of maintaining reserve stock at both ends. This is upon the agreement between the vendor and the buyer that risk of additional purchase is on vendor's end while the buyer shall pay for the holding charges ill a period of his next order. We, on vendor's side, call it 'Emergency Stock'-a fraction of total production amount done in the favor of all buyers' demand--which is air -lifted to the calling party. This emergency stock is a decision variable. The other part on the buyer's side is a 'Safety Plan' -highly recommended to all the buyers with attractive payment terms. It is a part (Decision variable) or some fraction over and above the total order size the buyer has ordered calculating all his safety stock and expected lead-time demand.
BUYERS DEMAND AND SAFETY -PLAN:
There are n buyers; we note them as B 1 , B 2 , ….. B n. Buyers, having different sales capacity and different storage capacity, manage their business by placing orders of sizes. Let the order size of different buyers be q 1 , q 2 , ….q n.
Total of order sizes = Q = The incremental amount (K 1 Q) is the Total Safety -Plan. For each buyer it is in proportion of his order size. [ K 1 .q 1 , K 1 .q 2 ,…… K 1 .q n ) It is expected that safety-plan will enable the buyer to meet with (1) sudden demand at any time during his cycle time, (2) any delay in transit time when the vendor has already supplied the buyer his demand that equals ( 1 + K 1 ) q I units ( for any value of i = 1 to n), and (3) any delay in dispatch from vendor's end.
VENDOR'S PLAN AND EMERGENCY STOCK:
We have already seen that production procedure is not simple as it seems; it requires many procedures like (1) Procurement of raw material at an affordable rate and from the parties standing well-recorded on the approved list (2) Approval of raw material from quality control department (3) Proper set up of machineries capable of uninterrupted production (4) Quality check-up and approval of finished goods (5) Packaging and approval by competent authorities before dispatch. All these factors are critical and any delay or rejection is liable to postpone the entire set-up to an unwarranted delay in the complete chain. In order to partially or fully meet with some circumstances like these, on the buyer's request, the vendor decides. Considering all of these factors and their criticalities, the vendor decides, on buyer's request, to be on safer side and thinks of making its approved production set -up to make a production on higher side then the amount requested for. This additional stock produced over and above the total supply target = (1 + K 1 ).Q, is called an emergency stock. Like a safety -plan stock, this emergency stock is also some fraction of the total demand. We note this emergency stock by the symbol 'λ'. It is mutually agreed upon to dispatch any portion or full lot λ units for air-shipment. With the two reasons shown below, the buyer agrees upon a proposal of paying the holding cost for the emergency stock retained at buyer's end.
(1) The vendor has to go for additional purchase of raw material and also bear the production cost for the emergency stock.. The buyer is not required to contribute any amount towards this plan. In addition the vendor is morally committed to this stock on buyer's urgent call for dispatch.
(2) The holding cost at vendor's end is cheaper then what it is at buyer's end.
. Where, K 2 is a decision variable. 0 < K 2 < 1. In view of both the Safety-Plan stock and emergency stock, the production amount sizes to
Let A 1 be the amount of raw material that can produce a lot P A . Let the purchase cost per unit be C 1 . To safe-guard against any disorder either in quality or changes or of some part of the raw material or production loss due to technical problems; it is always reasonable to order an additional quantity of raw material. On the other end, this additional purchase or a part of it will be useful to make the production of the emergency stock. Assumption (4) makes the acquisition on demand. Order size of raw material = (OA 1 ) = P A + K 4 . P A = ( 1 + K 4 ) P A with 0 < K 4 < 1 (5) This means that to successfully meet the production requirement, the vendor has to purchase of P A units, we have to buy a fraction = 4 4 1 k k  = (1 +ǿ ) amount in addition to unit amount. As a result of long standing experience , we take 5% to a maximum of 10% more amount.
Total Purchase cost of raw material necessary to satisfactorily complete the production run equals to C 1 .(OA 1 ). We denote this by P C.
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ACCOUNTABILITIES OF ALL ADDITIONAL:
In this section, we identify accountability of all highly necessary additional that we have been mentioning so far.
What is on vendor's part?
(1) The vendor incurs purchase cost of additional amount of raw material. We note this as AC 1 .
2) The vendor incurs production cost of emergency stock. We note this cost as AC 2 .
The vendor has to bear a loss of interest on the actual cost incurred given by equations (8) and (9) above. This is for a period of one complete cycle time ; say T. 
What is on buyer's part?
In this section, we identify different factors of the new set-up of maintenance of additional stock on both ends.
58 | Page (6) According to the plan the buyer bears the holding cost of the emergency stock at vendor's end, as being the additional production made in his interest. In addition to this, he also bears a holding cost for the additional amount at his end-Safety plan stock. The sum of these two costs is an additional burden on the buyer and this is a loss by additional amount of maintenance of stock.
Holding cost incurred by the buyer for maintenance of safety-plan stock at his end, denoted by AC 6 is for the period of his utilization of his regular ordered stock .
This time slot is ( period. The same amount he , probably, has utilized in some other activity which can at least the same or more that would have generated from the interest. This amounts to
Where, D is the buyer's sales rate in his market and r = R/100 (9) The buyer, on maintenance of emergency stock at buyer's end and paying holding charges, is confident that would in no cases, run shortages. This situation amounts him worth much boosting his confidence. This gain, in terms of buyer's evaluation of situation is termed as ' No-shortage Gain". This is proportionate to basic cost of emergency stock.
Basic cost of Emergency stock = S 1 .K 2 . . The same amount he , probably, would have utilized in some other activity which can at least the same or more that would have generated from the interest. This amounts to
Where, D is the buyer's sales rate in his market and r = R/100 β is a factor showing buyer's satisfaction or ' no-shortage gain' then Gain cost = AC 10 = β. S 1 .K 2.
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As discussed above, we have AC 7 = AC 8 + AC 9 + AC 10
Cancelling ' Q' from both the sides, and simplifying the equation,
As a result, we have two equations, (19) and (20). We write them ;
These are the equations in terms of unknown K 1 and K 2.
For a known value of Q , K 1 Q and K 2 Q will determine the values of safety -Plan and the emergency stock.
We take an illustration and try to modify the results in different cases.
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II. Conclusions:
This study has opened new horizons of some prime and core concepts which are already hidden within the fundamental aptitude of management concepts of marketing and keeping a fair control on planning, production, distribution channel and finally to reach up to the end-seller (the buyer). The study has used established concepts of VMI (Vendor Managed Inventory) and CPFR (Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment) and proposed two novel decision variables-Safety Plan (Stock) and Emergency Stock. The study has further proposed a model to optimize the two quantities for a win-win situation for the vendor and the buyer. Thus a novel basis of collaborative production planning and stocking has been proposed in this study. The concepts are basically the derivatives of the most successful plans following VMI (Vendor Managed Inventory). This study proposes a model that optimizes solutions for arriving at production planning and stocking of essential medicines at the vendor's end and buyer's end to avoid stock-out situations. The study designed the models and after a series of meetings and extensive discussions, what has come out , is represented in this study. It has been tried and implemented in some cases where we got the chance of direct coordination with buyers.
The new bubbling concepts like (1) Safety-Plan( stock) (2) Emergency stock , and (3) No-shortage gain are the newly thought and designs of the old pattern of ROL and safety stock and buffer stock but here at different level and on the basis of sharing responsibilities. In many cases , as found, over-whelming response because of the two major reasons (1) Safety Plan stock has been given a good and profitable discount over the carrying charges, and (2) The said stock is within the operational control of the buyer. The graphs also strengthen the intuitively felt observations that: As the bank rate increases, buyer demand for higher discount rate increases. A minor variation and corresponding adjustments has been reflected in the illustration that clarifies the core techniques of determination of the Safety-Plan quantity and Emergency stock quantities to be determined by the vendor. We are still in process of designing and verifying some new concepts that have already taken sound position in our thoughts over these issues.
